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BOOK REVIEWS
CYBERNETIC MEDICINE. By Aldo Masturzo. Springfield, Ill., Charles C.
Thomas, 1965. xv, 142 pp. $6.50.
Norbert Weiner defined and christened the domain of Cybernetics as "the
science of control and communication in machines and in living beings."
This book, a monograph in a series entitled American Lectures in Living
Chemistry, is an excellent illustration of scientific problems in "control
and communication."
One problem of the text is its language. The book is written in English
and no mention is made of a translator, although Dr. Masturzo is located
in Naples, Italy, where he is "President of International Society of Cyber-
netic Medicine." If this book was translated from another language, the
translator should be acknowledged so that other authors can know who
he is and shun him in the future. If Dr. Masturzo's native tongue is not
English, and he wrote this all himself, he should be congratulated for his
acquired skill, commended for his courageous efforts, and urged to do his
future writing in his native language, aided by a good translator. A sample
sentence (copied verbatim from page 84) should illustrate this point:
At present, Huant51 maintains that by increasing informational and statistical
sources, it is possible to overcome the difficulties of "particular references,"
this is also worth for therapeutical evaluation.
A second problem is style. In addition to needing a translator, Dr.
Masturzo needs an editor. The book is written almost exclusively in two-
sentence or one-sentence paragraphs. Except for the chapter designations,
there are almost no subheadings or other "breaks" in the format of the
text. Left without any subdivisions or a logical arrangement for paragraphs,
the machine contained in a reader's mind never knows when to shift
gears or circuits.
A third problem is organization. The book reads as though Dr. Masturzo
had assembled his reference index cards, dictated a bit from one, gone to
the next, commented on that, and gone to the next, iterating the process
repetitively-like a computer-until he had exhausted his index cards. He
thus communicates the literature, but with almost no control to provide
selective focus.
The fourth problem is content. The book includes a series of unverified
speculations about pathogenesis of such diseases as cancer and rheumatoid
arthritis, some ancient platitudes about physiologic regulatory mechanisms,
and some cheering exhortations about the potential value of computers in
medical science.
There seems little doubt that physicians will use computers and the
concepts of cybernetics, just as we have adapted and applied almost every
other form of new scientific technology. What is unrecognized by many of
the medical investigators who currently use this new cybernetic technology,
however, is its major intellectual and scientific distinction from all other
new types of technology. A digital computer processes data; it does not
generate fresh data. The computer is an agent of thought or of calculation,
not of observation. A computer cannot do what we ourselves do not know
how to do.
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Attracted by the contemporary opportunities for processing the complex
data of biology and medicine, many mathematicians, logicians, computer
experts, and cyberneticists have begun to apply their crafts to the wiles
of nature and disease. The application usually begins with some sort of
mathematical formulation for a theory of what nature ought to be doing,
and concludes with the hope that nature will somehow fit the assumptions.
The theories are usually unfettered by any direct experimental evidence or
observational data to support their validity. This approach is like getting a
very intelligent blind man to lead people who can see but who have not
yet organized their own intelligence for deciding where to go. The problems
of nature are problems of nature and can be solved only by first studying
nature, and then determining which form of mathematics or technology
best fits the data. The reverse process may be theoretically elegant but
it often produces biologic and clinical nonsense.
This book certainly does not execute its author's stated program of giving
a "clear . . . picture of the fundamental principles of cybernetic medicine."
It does not even explicitly define "cybernetic medicine." The "practical
examples . . . addressed to the general practitioner" are as clinically
practical as the synthesis of DNA, the electrical functions of the chick's
embryo heart, the antibodies produced by vegetables, the "rheumatic
noxa," and the "intra-articular barostasis" that are included as examples.
Dr. Masturzo (on page 124) has provided an authoritative review for
his text:
What I have said on the use of electronic computers in biology and medicine
may seem expressed in a form not perfectly homogeneous and coherent because
of the necessity of drawing from the literature on the subject, which, at present,
is not yet so comprehensive as to allow an organic exposition of the matter.
If so eminent an expert says it can't be done, why don't publishers listen,
and declare a moratorium on these iatrobiocomputopathocyberneticocrypto-
genous books? Even Columbus waited until he had actually seen that the
new world contained natives before publishing his preconception that they
were Indians.
ALVAN R. FEINSTEIN
LIGHT: PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL ACTION. By Howard H. Selinger and
William D. McElroy. New York, Academic Press, 1965. xi, 417 pp. $12.00.
This volume is one of the monographs in radiation biology prepared
under the direction of the American Institute of Biological Sciences for
the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. Written by two prominent Johns
Hopkins biologists who have been themselves engaged in photobiological
research, it furnishes a well-integrated and useful compendium for the
beginner as well as for the advanced student of photobiology.
The authors begin with a chapter on the measurement and characteriza-
tion of light, then pass to the exitation of molecules by light and chemi-
luminescence. This is all by way of background for the more biological
chapters which follow. These latter chapters include bioluminescence, which
the authors treat as an enzyme catalyzed chemiluminescence, and then
various aspects of the biological action of light. After a discussion of the
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